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Automatic Image Labelling at Pixel Level
Xiang Zhang, Wei Zhang, Jinye Peng, Janping Fan
Abstract—The performance of deep networks for semantic
image segmentation largely depends on the availability of large-
scale training images which are labelled at the pixel level.
Typically, such pixel-level image labellings are obtained manually
by a labour-intensive process. To alleviate the burden of manual
image labelling, we propose an interesting learning approach
to generate pixel-level image labellings automatically. A Guided
Filter Network (GFN) is first developed to learn the segmentation
knowledge from a source domain, and such GFN then transfers
such segmentation knowledge to generate coarse object masks
in the target domain. Such coarse object masks are treated as
pseudo labels and they are further integrated to optimize/refine
the GFN iteratively in the target domain. Our experiments on
six image sets have demonstrated that our proposed approach
can generate fine-grained object masks (i.e., pixel-level object
labellings), whose quality is very comparable to the manually-
labelled ones. Our proposed approach can also achieve better
performance on semantic image segmentation than most existing
weakly-supervised approaches.
Index Terms—Semantic Image Segmentation, Pixel-level Se-
mantic Labellings, Guided Filter, Deep Networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
SEMANTIC image segmentation, which assigns one partic-ular semantic label to each pixel in an image, is a critical
task in computer vision. Recently, Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (DCNNs) have demonstrated their outstanding per-
formance on the task of semantic image segmentation [1], [2],
[3]. Obviously, their success is largely owed to the availability
of large-scale training images whose semantic labels are given
precisely at the pixel level. However, manually labelling large-
scale training images at the pixel level is dreadfully labour-
intensive and it could also be very difficult for humans to
provide consistent labelling quality.
To alleviate the burden of manual image labelling, some
weakly-supervised approaches have been developed to sup-
port deep semantic image segmentation. Instead of requiring
precise pixel-level image labellings, such weakly-supervised
methods employ the semantic labels that are coarsely given at
the level of image bounding boxes [4] or image scribbles [5].
To further reduce human involvements in image labelling,
numerous methods [6], [7], [8] train the deep networks from
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large-scale training images with coarse image-level labellings.
Unfortunately, the performance of all these weakly-supervised
methods is far from satisfactory because pixel-level image
labellings play a critical role on learning discriminative net-
works for semantic segmentation. Thus it is very attractive
to develop new algorithms that are able to automatically
generate fine-grained object masks with detailed pixel-level
structures/boundaries (i.e., pixel-level object labellings), so
that we can learn more discriminative networks for deep
semantic image segmentation.
Recently, many self-supervised learning methods [9], [10],
[11] were proposed to learn visual features from large-scale
unlabelled images by using their pseudo labels rather than
using human annotations. This new technique has been widely
applied to the task of object recognition [12], [13], [14], object
detection [15] and image segmentation [16], [17]. The main
idea is to design a pre-defined pretext task for DCNNs to solve,
and the pseudo labels for the pretext task can be automatically
generated by using attributes of data. Then the DCNNs is
trained to learn object functions of the pretext task. After the
self-supervised training finished, the learned visual features
can be further transferred to downstream tasks as initialization
parameters to improve performance [18].
Based on these observations, an interesting approach, called
Guided Filter Network (GFN), is developed in this paper
to automatically generate pixel-level image labellings. The
proposed approach can be divided into two stages: the proxy
stage, and the iterative learning stage. The proxy stage does not
need any pixel-level image labellings in the target domain but
requires one to design a pretext task to learn a segmentation
knowledge in the source domain. In the iterative learning
stage, the learned parameters are transferred to GFN for
generating initial object masks for the images in the target
domain. Such coarse object masks are further leveraged to
optimiza/refine the GFN iteratively in the target domain. For
a given object class of interest, we designed two strategies
to obtain its source domain: (a) if itself or its semantically-
similar category (i.e., its sibling classes under the same parent
node, or its parents or its ancestors on a concept ontology)
can be identified from public datasets (which provide pixel-
level object labellings), e.g. PASCAL VOC [19], Microsoft
COCO [20] and BSD [21], we can treat such semantically-
similar category and its pixel-level labelled images in public
datasets as its source domain; (b) if itself or its semantically-
similar category cannot be identified from public datasets, we
can first search some relevant images with simple backgrounds
from the Internet and an Otsu detector [22] is utilized to extract
the given object class of interest and generate pixel-level object
labellings automatically.
Our proposed GFN contains three modules: Boundary
Guided (BG) module, Guided Filter (GF) module and High-
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed GFN Network. DCNN (ResNet-101) is employed to extract dense features, BG is performed to recover localization details
and HGL is used to filter the low-level noise features. Lastly, Guided Filter (GF) is designed to recover object structure and extract the precise results. + and
∗ represent the element-wise addition and elements-wise multiplication, respectively.
level Guided Low-level (HGL) module. GFN can recover the
structures and the localization details of objects effectively. For
a given object class of interest, GFN first learns a segmentation
knowledge from the source domain. GFN then transfers such
segmentation knowledge to generate coarse object masks from
the images in the target domain. Those coarse object masks
are treated as pseudo labels and they are further leveraged
to optimize/refine the GFN iteratively, so that it is able to
generate the fine-grained object masks with detailed pixel-
level structures/boundaries (i.e., pixel-level object labellings)
gradually.
II. RELATED WORK
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) have
achieved a great success on semantic image segmentation.
One of the most popular CNN-based approaches is the Fully
Convolution Network (FCN) [1]. Chen et al. [23] improves
the FCN-style architecture by applying fully connected CRF
as a post-processing step. Several deep models are proposed
to exploit the contextual information for semantic image
segmentation [2], [24]. Other methods [3], [25] have built a
deep encoder-decoder structure to preserve object boundaries
precisely. Although these existing approaches have achieved
a substantial improvement on deep semantic image segmenta-
tion, a critical bottleneck is to collect large amounts of training
images with pixel-level labellings and this bottleneck may
seriously limit their practicality [26].
To tackle the deficiency of training images with pixel-level
labellings, some weakly-supervised approaches are proposed,
where deep models are learned from large-scale training
images whose semantic labels are given coarsely at the level of
bounding boxes or scribbles rather than at the pixel level. For
example, Dai et al. [4] proposed to learn from the training
images with coarse object masks at the level of bounding
boxes. The basic idea is to perform an iteration process be-
tween automatically generating region proposals and training
convolutional networks. Lin et al. [5] used the scribbles to
label the training images for network training.
To further reduce human involvements in manual image
labelling, some deep models directly learn from large-scale
training images whose semantic labels are coarsely given
at the image level. By adding an extra layer for multiple-
instance learning (MIL), Pinheiro et al. [27] learned deep
models which are able to assign more weights to the important
pixels. Kolesnikov et al. [6] proposed to learn the segmentation
network from the classification networks. Some researches [7],
[8] used the training images with image-level labellings to
learn the semantic segmentation networks. Unfortunately, the
performance of all these weakly-supervised methods is far
from satisfactory. One possible reason is that the learned
segmentation networks may not be able to recover the original
spatial structures of objects precisely because the intrinsic
properties of pixel-level object masks are completely ignored.
Different from these methods, for a given object class of
interest, our proposed approach takes the following steps to
achieve deep semantic image segmentation: (a) the GFN first
generates coarse object masks automatically by transferring
the segmentation knowledge learned from the source domain
to the target domain; (b) such coarse object masks are further
leveraged to optimize/refine the GFN iteratively in the target
domain, so that we can obtain fine-grained object masks with
detailed pixel-level structures/boundaries gradually.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF OUR PROPOSED GFN
In this section, we first introduce three components of our
proposed Guided Filter Network (GFN): (a) Boundary Guided
(BG) module; (b) Guided Filter (GF) module; and (c) High-
level Guided Low-level (HGL) module. Then we elaborate our
complete GFN architecture.
A. Boundary Guided Module
In the task of semantic segmentation, numerous method [3],
[25] usually combine low-level and high-level features to boost
performance. Compared to simply fusing low-level features
with high-level ones, Zhang et al. [28] pointed out that later
fusion is more effective by introducing high-resolution details
into high-level features and embedding semantic information
into low-level features.
Inspired by the works in [28], [29], we establish a Boundary
Guided (BG) module that can recover the localization details
of objects by introducing low-level features into high-level
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Fig. 2. Boundary extractor. A example of boundary extraction operate with a kernel size of 3× 3, a padding of 1, and a stride of 1.
ones and embedding semantic information into low-level fea-
tures. The structure of BG module is shown in Figure 1, where
a boundary extractor is first applied to obtain the semantic
features of object boundaries. Based on the observation that
the pixel values in the non-boundary areas change slowly while
the pixel values around the boundary change significantly, the
boundary extractor can be designed as:
D(X) =Maxpool(X)−Minpool(X) (1)
where X represents the feature maps, Maxpool(.) and
Minpool(.) are max-pooling and min-pooling operations re-
spectively. In practice Eq. (1) can be implemented by D(X) =
Maxpool(X)+Maxpool(−X). Thus, the boundary extractor
makes that the values of pixels not around the non-boundary
are close to zero while others are not (see Figure 2). After that,
an element-wise multiplication is performed between the low-
level features and the semantic features of object boundaries.
B. Guided Filter Module
DCNNs have demonstrated their outstanding capability on
the task of semantic image segmentation, but they have
difficulty in obtaining good results with detailed pixel-level
structures/boundaries. One core issue is that obtaining object-
centric decisions from a classifier requires the invariance to
spatial transformations, which inherently limits the spatial
accuracy of the DCNNs [2]. Several methods have recently
been proposed to alleviate this issue and they can be grouped
into two main strategies. The first strategy is to build deep
encoder-decoder networks which can preserve accurate object
boundaries [3], [25]. The second strategy is to use CRF to
refine the segmentation results iteratively [2], [30]. Although
these approaches have achieved substantial improvements on
semantic image segmentation, using multiple down-sampling
layers may lead to more information loss.
The guided filter [31] is an edge-preserving operator and
can transfer the structure of the guidance image (e.g., original
RGB image or low-level features) to the filtering output. In
this paper, we use the guided filter to extract the edge contour
coefficient for each pixel from the guidance image, then such
coefficients are used to weight the coarse object masks for
generating the refined ones. More specifically, suppose that
two inputs, the coarse object mask (e.g., the output of BG
module) p and the guidance image I , are fed to the guided
filtering. The outputs of the guided filter (i.e., the refined
masks) are obtained as follows:
gi =
∑
j
Wij(I)pj , ∀i ∈ wk (2)
where i is the index of a pixel in I , j is the index of a point in
p, and k is the index of a local square window w with radius
r. Wij is the edge contour coefficient of the pixel (i, j) in the
image I and it is calculated as:
Wij(I) =
1
|w2|
∑
k:(i,j)∈wk
(
1 +
(Ii − µk)(Ij − µk)
σ2k + ε
)
(3)
where |w| is the number of pixels in the local square window
wk, µk and σ2 are the mean and variance of the image patch
in wk, and ε is a regularization parameter. In this way, we
seamlessly integrate the recognition capacity of DCNNs and
the fine-grained localization ability of guided filter. The object
masks can further be refined by using the guidance image to
fine-tune the output of DCNNs.
C. High-Level Guided Low-Level (HGL) Module
In the GF module, the low-level features are often used
as the guidance image because they contain more object
structures. In fact, the low-level features are too noisy to
provide a high-quality guidance. Using the low-level features
directly as the guidance image could be less effective for
semantic image segmentation. Actually, the high-level features
can guide the low-level features on recovering the localization
details of objects. To this end, we propose High-level Guided
Low-level (HGL) module, which integrates the high-level
features to extract more discriminative low-level features:
HGL(X) = HF (X)~ LF (X) (4)
where HF (X) and LF (X) are high-level features and low-
level features, respectively. ~ represents the element-wise
multiplication. The detailed structure of HGL module is shown
in Figure 1. By using the HGL module, the quality of the
guidance image can be improved, which can further boost the
performance of semantic image segmentation.
D. Complete Network Architecture
The ResNet-101 model [32] has achieved promising per-
formance on image classification and the Modified Aligned
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Fig. 3. The overview of our proposed approach.
ResNet-101 used in DeepLabv3+ [3] has also demonstrated its
strong potential for the task of semantic image segmentation.
On top of that, we use Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling module
(ASPP) proposed in the DeepLabv2 [2] to capture multi-scale
information. With our designed BG, GF and HGL, we propose
a Guided Filter Network (GFN) to achieve semantic image
segmentation, as illustrated in Figure 1.
In this paper, we use the cross-entropy loss function for
semantic image segmentation, which is formulated as follows:
Loss = − 1
h× w
h∑
i=1
w∑
j=1
C∑
c=1
pcij logS
c
ij (5)
where C is the number of classes and pcij is the ground truth
probability of the cth class at the pixel (i, j). Scij represents
the posterior probability of pixel (i, j) belonging to the cth
class. h and w are the height and the width of the image,
respectively.
IV. GENERATION OF PIXEL-LEVEL SEMANTIC
LABELLINGS
The overall architecture of our proposed method is illus-
trated in Figure 3. To generate fine-grained object masks
automatically, our proposed approach takes three key steps:
(a) the GFN is first trained in the source domain, where the
pixel-level labellings are available for the training images; (b)
the GFN is then used to produce initial coarse object masks
with object boundaries for the images in the target domain; (c)
such coarse object masks are treated as pseudo labels and they
are further leveraged to optimize/refine the GFN iteratively.
A. Pretext Tasks design for Generating Initial Object Masks
Compared with supervised learning methods that require
manual labelling, the proposed approach requires initial object
masks which can be automatically generated by transferring
the segmentation knowledge learned from the source domain
to the target domain. The learning of segmentation knowledge
depends on the design of the pretext task, and a good pretext
task can effectively improve the quality of the initial object
masks. Considering that the goal of self-supervised learning
is to generate initialization parameters for downstream tasks by
proxy task that do not require human annotations, we design
three pretext tasks to learn segmentation knowledge. After
the pretext task training finished, the learned parameters are
transferred to GFN to generate initial object masks in the target
domain.
1) A transfer learning approach: For a given object class
of interest, its semantically-similar category is first identified
from public datasets, and the training images with pixel-level
labellings for its semantically-similar category are used to train
its GFN. Such learned GFN is further used to obtain the initial
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Fig. 4. The Otsu detector can be used to extract the object masks from simple images with homogeneous backgrounds.
object masks for the images in the target domain. For example,
for a given object class of interest “angraecum-mauritianum”
(fine-grained plant species) in the “Orchid” family, we do not
have its training images with pixel-level labellings, but we may
have sufficient training images that are labelled at the pixel
level for its semantically-similar category “plant” in public
datasets such as PASCAL VOC, Microsoft COCO and BSD.
Thus we can leverage the training images for the semantically-
similar category “plant” (in the source domain) to train the
GFN for the given object class “angraecum-mauritianum” (in
the target domain) as illustrated in the left of Figure 3 (a), and
the GFN can further be used to obtain the initial masks for
the object class “angraecum-mauritianum”.
2) A simple-to-complex approach: For some object classes
of interest, their semantically-similar categories cannot be
identified from public datasets, thus our transfer learning
approach cannot be used and a simple-to-complex approach
is developed to handle this situation. To generate the initial
object masks for a given object class of interest, our simple-
to-complex approach consists of the following components:
(a) some images with simple background are searched from
the Internet; (b) Otsu detector [22], as illustrated in Figure 4,
is performed on such simple images with homogeneous back-
grounds to generate the masks for the given object class of
interest; (c) such object masks are treated as the training
images to train GFN to extract initial object masks from the
images with more complex backgrounds.
3) A Class Activation Maps (CAMs) approach: One draw-
back of the simple-to-complex approach is the requirement of
manual selection of the images with simple backgrounds. To
solve this problem, we use CAMs [33] to generate the initial
object masks. We follow the approach in [33] to learn CAMs
whose architecture is typically a classification network with
global average pooling (GAP) followed by a fully-connected
layer. We train the CAMs from the images with image-level
labellings by using a classification criteria. The learned CAMs
is then used to generate the object masks from the images in
the target domain, and such object masks are further refined
by using dCRF [34]. The segmentation label for a training
image can be obtained by selecting the class label associated
with the maximum activation score at every pixel in the up-
sampled CAMs [35].
B. Iterative Learning of GFN for labellings generation
For a given set of object classes of interest, after the GFN
is learned from the training images in the source domain
(pretext task), it is then used to obtain the initial masks for the
object classes of interest in the target domain. Because of the
significant difference between the source domain and the target
domain, the GFN may not be able to obtain the initial object
masks accurately in the target domain. One reasonable solution
is to fine-tune the GFN iteratively in the target domain. For this
purpose, we treat the refined object masks as a pseudo label to
optimize/refine GFN iteratively. Note that noisy labellings may
lead to a drift in semantic image segmentation when they are
used to supervise the training of GFN directly. Thus we define
the reliability of a labelling (generated by our GFN) based on
the area ratio, e.g., the proportion of the area between the
automatically-labelled region and the whole image. The area
ratio can be formulated as:
Sratio =
Sannotation
Simage
(6)
where Sannotation represents the sum of pixels of the
automatically-labelled region, and Simage is the sum of pixels
of the whole image. Only a subset of the pixels in the
automatically-labelled region within a ratio between 0.1 and
0.9 are selected for network training, and this parameter can
appropriately be adjusted according to the ratio of the object’s
area in the image. We choose such parameters because the ob-
jects in our image set are neither too big nor too small. By con-
tinuously leveraging such training images with automatically-
generated pixel-level labellings to optimize/refine our GFN in
the target domain, the generated object masks may become
more accurate gradually. After several iterations, we can finally
obtain the fine-grained object masks with detailed pixel-level
structures/boundaries in the target domain.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section describes our experimental results and our
analysis for algorithm evaluation over multiple image datasets.
A. Training details
To train the GFN, a mini-batch size of 8 images is used.
The network parameters are initialized by the ResNet-101
model [32] which is pre-trained on ImageNet [36]. The initial
learning rate is set as 0.007 and divided by 10 in every 5
epochs. The weight decay and the momentum are set to 0.0002
and 0.9, respectively. In addition, in the Guided Filter (GF)
Module, the values of r and ε are first determined by grid
search on the validation set. We then use the same parameters
to train GFN.
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B. Generating pixel-level labellings over “Orchid”, FGVC
Aircraft, CUB-200-2011 and Stanford Cars Image Sets
• PASCAL VOC 2012: The PASCAL VOC 2012 seg-
mentation benchmark [19] contains 20 foreground object
classes and one background class. It has 1,464, 1,449,
and 1,456 images labelled at the pixel level for network
training, validation, and testing, respectively. The dataset
is augmented by the extra labellings provided by [37],
resulting in 10,582 training images.
• “Orchid” Plant Image Set: We have crawled large-scale
plant images which include 252 plant species (object
classes) in the “Orchid” family, where 149,500 plant
images are used to train the base network and other 500
images for testing.
• FGVC Aircraft: FGVC Aircraft dataset [38] contains
10,000 images for 100 fine-grained aircraft classes. We
divide 10,000 images into 9,000 training images and
1,000 test images.
• CUB-200-2011: The CUB-200-2011 dataset [39] con-
tains 200 fine-grained bird species. It has 11,788 images,
of which 11,288 images for training, 500 images for
testing.
• Stanford Cars: The Stanford Cars dataset [40] contains
16,185 images for 196 fine-grained classes. We divide
16,185 images into 15,685 training images and 500 test
images.
Note that the test images of the last four datasets are
manually labelled at the pixel level. We use our proposed
approach to generate pixel-level labellings, where the initial
object masks are generated by our transfer learning approach.
It is worth noting that our transfer learning approach can
generate initial object masks directly, where PASCAL VOC
2012 is treated as the source domain and our “Orchid” plant,
FGVC Aircraft, CUB-200-2011, and Stanford Cars image
sets are treated as the target domain. The reason is that the
categories of “potted plant”, “aeroplane”, “bird”, and “car” in
the PASCAL VOC 2012 is semantically-similar with all 252
plant species in our “Orchid” plant image set, 100 fine-grained
“aircraft” classes in the FGVC Aircraft image set, 200 fine-
grained “bird” classes in the CUB-200-2011 image set, and
196 fine-grained “car” classes in the Stanford Cars image set,
respectively. Thus the knowledge learned from the PASCAL
VOC 2012 dataset is transferable to our target datasets.
C. Generating pixel-level labellings over Branch Image Set
Our Branch image set contains 2,134 images, including 500
complex images and 1,634 simple images. Images are further
divided into the training set and the test set, which have 2,034
and 100 images respectively. The 100 test images are manually
labelled at the pixel level as the ground truth.
For the “branch” class, its semantically-similar category
cannot be identified from public datasets, we use our pro-
posed approach to generate pixel-level labellings, where the
initial object masks are generated by our simple-to-complex
approach.
We have also evaluated the impacts of the number of simple
images with pixel-level labellings on the performance of our
TABLE I
COMPARISON ON THE PERFORMANCE OF OUR GFN NETWORKS WHEN
DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF IMAGES ARE USED.
Number of Simple Images 205 409 817 1634
IoU (%) 58.5 60.5 64.8 70.1
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5. Automatically-generated labellings and Ground Truth on examples
selected from PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. We show the examples where
automatically-generated labellings are more accurate than ground truth. (a)
original image; (b) ground truth; (c) the final fine-grained object masks.
proposed method. As illustrated in Table I, one can easily
observe that the performance of our proposed method can
be improved when more simple images are incorporated for
network training.
D. Generating pixel-level labellings over Pascal Voc 2012
For the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset, we use our proposed
approach to generate pixel-level labellings, where the initial
object masks are generated by the CAMs approach [33].
Figure 5 provides some of our segmentation results on the
PASCAL VOC 2012 training set. From these experimental
results, we observe that the automatically-generated labellings
have precise segmentation masks even some labellings are
better than ground truth. We attribute this to our proposed
Guided Filter Network (GFN) that can transfer the structure
of the object class of interest into the segmentation result to
reason refined masks. Meanwhile, this indicates that manually
labelling large-scale training images at the pixel level is very
difficult to provide consistent labelling quality.
E. Select the number of iterations
We use mIoU to verify the effectiveness of our proposed
method and calculate its mIoU after every iteration until the
mIoU no longer grows. The model with the best mIoU is
then selected to generate the final pixel-level labellings. For
the iterative training method, we start from the segmentation
results for the first iteration, in later iterations, the segmenta-
tion results for the previous iteration are employed to train the
segmentation network for the next iteration.
Figure 6 shows the performance of the recursive refinement.
The performance of all these networks improves as the training
round increases at first, and then saturates after few training
rounds. Some examples for each step of our proposed approach
are shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10 and
Figure 11.
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Fig. 6. mIoU of our proposed method is evaluated at every iteration in the
“Orchid” Plant image set, FGVC Aircraft image set, CUB-200-2011 image
set, Stanford Cars image set, Branch image set, and the validation set of
PASCAL VOC 2012, respectively.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 7. The object masks extracted by our proposed approach on “Orchid”
Plant image set: (a) original images; (b) initial object masks obtained by our
transfer learning approach; (c)-(e) refined object masks at different iterations;
(f) the final fine-grained object masks.
F. Evaluation of automatically-generated labellings
We use mIoU as our main evaluation metric. Table II
summarizes the evaluation results on the mIoU over “Orchid”
Plant, CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars, FGVC Aircraft, Branch,
and PASCAL VOC 2012 image sets. One can easily observe
that our proposed approach can achieve good performance
on generating pixel-level labellings (e.g., fine-grained object
masks) with acceptable mIoU. Figure 12 and Figure 13
describe several fine-grained object masks with detailed pixel-
level structures/boundaries on “Orchid” Plant, FGVC Aircraft,
CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars, Branch, and PASCAL VOC
image sets. From these experimental results, one can easily
observe that our proposed approach can automatically generate
fine-grained object masks, and the annotation quality is very
close to that of manually-labelled ones.
There is an experiment that could be carried out to shed
some light in terms of performance. We provide the com-
parison results when the manually-labelled images and the
automatically-labelled images (whose annotations at the pixel
level are automatically generated by our proposed method) are
employed for network training. Thus, we have evaluated two
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 8. The object masks extracted by our proposed approach on FGVC
Aircraft image set: (a) original images; (b) initial object masks obtained by
our transfer learning approach; (c) refined object masks at different iterations;
(d) the final fine-grained object masks.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 9. The object masks extracted by our proposed approach on CUB-200-
2011 image set: (a) original images; (b) initial object masks obtained by our
transfer learning approach; (c) refined object masks at different iterations; (d)
the final fine-grained object masks.
approaches on their mIoU when: (a) manually-labelled images
are used, where we choose 800 manually-labelled images
in the FGVC Aircraft image set as the training images and
200 as the test images; (b) automatically-labelled images are
used, where the pixel-level labellings for these 800 training
images are automatically generated by our proposed method.
We use our GFN as the baseline model, where the parameters
are initialized by the ResNet-101 model which is pre-trained
on ImageNet. Table III summarizes the evaluation results on
mIoU, one can easily observe that our proposed approach (i.e.,
leveraging automatically-labelled images for network training)
can achieve very competitive performance.
G. Comparison with Weakly-Supervised Methods
1) PASCAL VOC 2012: Our proposed approach share some
similar principles with weakly-supervised methods, e.g. fine-
tuning image-level coarse labellings into pixel-level ones, and
our proposed method is compared against numerous up-to-
TABLE II
THE MIOU (%) OVER SIX IMAGE SETS BY OUR PROPOSED APPROACH.
Dataset mIoU (%) Dataset mIoU (%)
“Orchid” Plant 80.3 CUB-200-2011 84.6
Stanford 87.8 FGVC Aircraft 91.5
Branch 70.1 PASCAL VOC 2012 62.3
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 10. The object masks extracted by our proposed approach on Stanford
Cars image set: (a) original images; (b) initial object masks obtained by our
transfer learning approach; (c)-(d) refined object masks at different iterations;
(e) the final fine-grained object masks.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 11. The object masks extracted by our proposed approach on Branch
image set: (a) original images; (b) initial object masks obtained by our simple-
to-complex approach; (c)-(d) refined object masks at different iterations; (e)
the final fine-grained object masks.
date weakly supervised approaches. The segmentation results
on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set are quantified and
compared as illustrated in Table IV. We achieve the mIoU
score of 62.3 on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set, which
outperforms most the previous approaches using the same
supervision settings. In order to accomplish a fair comparison,
we use VGG16 [41] as an encoder. We achieve the mIoU
score of 59.4 on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set, which
outperforms other methods in weakly-supervised semantic
image segmentation. Moreover, we want to emphasize that the
proposed method only use image-level labelling as supervision
without the information of external sources.
From Table IV, we observe that the results of [42] and [43]
on the PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set are slightly better
TABLE III
THE COMPARISON RESULTS ON MIOU (%) WHEN MANUALLY-LABELLED
IMAGES AND THE AUTOMATICALLY-LABELLED IMAGES ARE USED FOR
NETWORK TRAINING.
Training Images mIoU (%)
Manually-Labelled Ones 92.3
Automatically-Labelled Ones 88.3
TABLE IV
STRATEGIES AND RESULTS ON PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION SET.
Methods mIoU(%)
Image-level labels with external source
STC [44] 49.3
Co-segmentation [45] 56.4
Webly-supervised [6] 53.4
Crawled-Video [46] 58.1
AF-MCG [47] 54.3
Joon et al. [48] 55.7
DCSP-VGG16 [49] 58.6
DCSP-ResNet-101 [49] 60.8
Mining-pixels [50] 58.7
Image-level labels w/o external source
MIL-FCN [51] 25.7
EM-Adapt [52] 38.2
BFBP [53] 46.6
DCSM [54] 44.1
SEC [6] 50.7
AF-SS [47] 52.6
SPN [26] 50.2
Two-phase [55] 53.1
Anirban et al. [56] 52.8
AdvErasing [7] 55.0
DCNA-VGG16 [8] 55.4
MCOF [57] 60.3
MDC [58] 60.4
DSRG [59] 61.4
AffinityNet [35] 61.7
Zeng et al. [42] 64.3
SEAM [43] 64.5
Ours-VGG16 59.4
Ours-ResNet-101 62.3
than our method. One possible reason is that the PASCAL
VOC 2012 containing very few images per class, and our pro-
posed approach can improve the segmentation performance by
incorporating more images for network training (see Table I).
When large-scale images are used for training, these methods
may be far inferior to our method. The specific experimental
verification is shown in the Section V-G2 of this paper.
2) Branch+Aircraft+Plant: We have compared our pro-
posed approach with some weakly-supervised methods [52],
[6], [35], [43] on generating fine-grained object masks on
the Branch+Aircraft+Plant image set. As illustrated in Ta-
ble V, one can easily observe that our proposed approach can
achieve better performance on generating fine-grained object
masks than the state-of-the-art weakly-supervised methods.
Interestingly, one can also find that our proposed approach
actually gives slightly better performance on PASCAL VOC
2012 validation set, and there is a significant improvement on
Branch+Aircraft+Plant image set. This is due to the PASCAL
VOC 2012 containing very few images per class, and our pro-
posed approach can improve the segmentation performance by
incorporating more images for network training (see Table I).
Unlike these weakly-supervised methods which directly
leverage coarsely-labelled images for network training, our
proposed approach first fine-tune image-level coarse labellings
into pixel-level fine-grained ones, and then leverage such
training images with pixel-level labellings to learn more dis-
criminative networks for semantic image segmentation.
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TABLE V
THE COMPARISON RESULTS ON VARIOUS OBJECT CLASSES AND MIOU
(%).
Methods bkg aircraft plant branch mIoU
EM-Adapt [52] 33.6 28.4 35.8 11.2 27.3
SEC [6] 62.0 61.0 65.7 28.3 54.3
AffinityNet [35] 84.3 58.0 51.4 20.9 53.6
SEAM [43] 87.7 57.8 50.0 19.4 53.7
Ours-VGG16 92.7 88.3 74.3 65.4 80.2
Ours-ResNet-101 94.8 91.1 78.5 68.5 83.2
• Branch+Aircraft+Plant: We merged the Branch Image
set, FGVC Aircraft dataset and “Orchid” Plant Image set,
25,822 images for training (2,034 images from Branch
image set, 9,000 images from FGVC Aircraft dataset,
14,788 images from “Orchid” plant image set) and 1,600
for testing (of which 100 branch images are from Branch
image set, 1,000 images from FGVC Aircraft dataset, 500
images from “Orchid” plant image set). To avoid data
imbalance, we only select 14,788 “Orchid” plant images
for network training.
H. Ablation study
In this subsection, the effectiveness of our proposed GFN
is firstly evaluated over the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation
benchmark [19] against numerous state-of-the-art techniques
for semantic image segmentation, and we adopt the mean
intersection-over-union (mIoU) as the evaluation metric on
segmentation accuracy.
1) Ablation study on GF Module: We use DeepLabv2 as
our base network, and the baseline comparison is used to
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed GF. As shown
in Table VI, our proposed GF improves the segmentation
performance from 71.79% to 73.82%, which indicates the
effects of our proposed GF module.
2) Ablation study on HGL Module: The low-level features
are often used as the guidance image because they contain
the object structures. However, the low-level features are
too noisy to provide a high-quality guidance. Therefore, we
integrate the HGL into the GF. As presented in Table VI, one
can easily observe that integrating HGL into GF can boost
the segmentation performance by a margin of 0.98% (from
73.82% to 74.80%).
3) Ablation study on BG Module: By further integrating
the BG module into the HGL module, the segmentation
performance is advanced from 74.80% to 75.19% as shown
in Table VI. The BG module facilitates the feature fusion
by introducing more semantic information into the low-level
features and embedding more spatial information into the high-
level features. Interestingly, one can easily observe that BG
actually only provides a boost of 0.39% on the segmentation
performance, which is very limited. One possible reason is
that part of the spatial information is already encoded by
the combination of GF, HGL and ASPP. To enable better
assessment of the contribution of each module, three proposed
modules are evaluated separately. As shown in Table VI, three
TABLE VI
ABLATION STUDIES ON THREE COMPONENTS OF OUR PROPOSED
METHOD, DEEPLABV2 IS THE BASELINE MODEL.
Index Baseline GF HGL BG mIoU(%)
1 X 71.79
2 X X 73.82
3 X X 72.79
4 X X 74.49
5 X X X 74.80
6 X X X X 75.19
TABLE VII
ABLATION STUDIES ON THREE COMPONENTS OF OUR PROPOSED METHOD.
DATASET: “ORCHID” PLANT IMAGE SET. TASK: WEAKLY-SUPERVISED
SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION. DEEPLABV2 IS THE BASELINE MODEL.
Index Baseline GF HGL BG mIoU(%)
1 X 67.43
2 X X 76.29
3 X X 68.14
4 X X 69.08
5 X X X X 80.30
proposed modules can effectively improve the segmentation
performance from different aspects. In addition, Wu et al. [60]
proposed an end-to-end trainable guided filter module and ap-
plied it to semantic image segmentation. Compared with [60],
our method achieves better performance on the PASCAL VOC
2012 dataset (75.19% vs. 73.58% [60]). The reason is that
directly using the low-level features as the guidance image
may introduce more noise information.
It should be emphasized that the three proposed modules
have different contributions for different tasks. Based on the
results over PASCAL VOC 2012 in Table VI, the BG mod-
ule is the major source of improvement for fully-supervised
learning. As presented in Table VII, three proposed modules
can effectively improve the segmentation performance over
“Orchid” Plant image set from different aspects. Interestingly,
one can easily observe that the GF module is the major source
of improvement for weakly-supervised learning. The reason is
that the proposed GF module can transfer the structure of the
original image to the filter output, so as to refine the object
boundaries and improve the segmentation quality.
4) Replacing GFN for labellings generation: The GFN
can be seen as a segmentation network which can be used
for both fully- and weakly-supervised semantic segmentation.
The GFN plays a bigger role in weakly-supervised semantic
segmentation than in fully-supervised semantic segmentation.
The main reason is that fully-supervised learning has been
able to obtain good object boundaries, so GFN only further
optimized the object details. Since weakly-supervised learning
has no effective supervised information, it is difficult to recover
the structures/boundaries of the object. The proposed GFN
can transfer the structure of the original image to the filter
output, so as to refine the object boundaries and improve the
segmentation quality. It would be useful to use a common
network (e.g., DeepLabv3+) instead of GFN to highlight the
true contribution of GFN to generate pixel-level labellings. As
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TABLE VIII
THE COMPARISON RESULTS ON MIOU (%) WHEN DEEPLABV3+
REPLACING GFN FOR WEAKLY-SUPERVISED SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION.
Methods “Orchid” Plant FGVC Aircraft
DeepLabv3+ 69.72 85.47
GFN 80.30 91.50
shown in Table VIII, our approach is superior to DeepLabv3+
for generating pixel-level labellings.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A novel approach is proposed in this paper to automatically
generate pixel-level object labellings (e.g., fine-grained object
masks). Specifically, we first train the GFN in the source
domain. Such GFN is then used to identify coarse object
masks from the images in the target domain. Such coarse
object masks are treated as pseudo labels and they are further
leveraged to optimize/refine the GFN iteratively in the target
domain. Our experiments on six image sets have demonstrated
that our proposed approach can generate fine-grained object
masks with detailed pixel-level structures/boundaries, whose
quality is very comparable to the manually-labelled ones. In
addition, our proposed method can achieve better performance
on semantic image segmentation than most existing weakly-
supervised approaches.
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Fig. 12. The results obtained by our proposed approach on “Orchid” Plant, FGVC Aircraft, CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars, and Branch image sets.
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Fig. 13. The segmentation results obtained by our proposed approach on PASCAL VOC 2012 training set.
